Students call for instituting course in cultural diversity

By DAVID KINNEY
Assistant News Editor

Students called for the University to make progress toward instituting a course concerning cultural diversity at a meeting between administration and student government representatives.

One student said that more progress in the area of cultural diversity is crucial because "there is misunderstanding, and, to a certain extent, hatred... and anger.

The students, all of whom worked on the committee that wrote the Board of Trustees report on cultural diversity, stated once again that their primary goal is to institute a mandatory credit-carrying course to expose students to diversity. However, they also presented the idea of operating a workshop involving lectures and small group discussions to set up a foundation on which the University could build.

The students asked the administration to make some progress, even as little as to form a committee to discuss the possibilities of a required course, within the next month.

A student expressed anger that University President Edward Malloy has formed a committee to deal with the problem of smoking on campus, but has taken no concrete action to deal with the problems of cultural diversity.

One administrator called for the students to take direct action by drafting a clear proposal and submitting it to the Academic Council through the student representative on the council. This action would, at least, place a specific entity on the floor that could be discussed and revised. The issue must be in place if it is to be discussed, he said.

Administration representatives, which included Patricia O'Hara, vice president of Student Affairs; Eileen Kolman, dean of the Freshman Year of Studies; John Kraene, dean of the college of Business Administration; Francis Castellino, dean of the college of Science; Anthony Michel, dean of the college of engineering; Kenneth Durgans, Director of Minority Student Affairs; and Roland Smith, executive assistant to the president, were hesitant to use an administrative mandate to institute the course.

Mandates concerning curriculum have not been successful in the past. The failed Wholistic Health Module was discussed to highlight the problems surrounding the enlightening large numbers of students about "effective" issues.

In order to change the attitudes of students concerning cultural diversity, said one administration official, the University must utilize small classes and facilitators trained to deal with the issues at hand. Such complex and critical concerns are difficult to coordinate.

Students said that a workshop program could succeed in promoting diversity before a mandatory course could be instituted. Trained lecturers and student facilitators could use a variety of experimental techniques as well as large lectures and small group discussions.

According to students, a program instituted by Erskine Peters, a professor of English, is a step in the right direction. The program is an effort to expand the topics about which faculty member teach, especially concerning diversity. The students hoped that it could be expanded to involve students.

The mandatory course, on the other hand, if it were to become a distinct academic department, would involve a long-term commitment. A major difficulty would be the need to recruit and hire qualified instructors.

It was pointed out by one administrator that, in general, such a course could not be staffed by current faculty at Notre Dame. Although many professors may be interested in teaching such a course, none have "the ability to cope with the challenges put forward by the "new world order." Thus, any Arab leader who even attempts to challenge the West immediately becomes a hero. Saddam felt that because the bipolar world was breaking down he could invade Kuwait without outside intervention.

Ahmed: Arab states have trouble in New World Order

By LAUREN AQUINO
Assistant News Editor

The Gulf crisis cannot be regarded as a purely regional issue or as a crisis whose world wide significance is dependent on Arab oil, according to Mohamed Sidd-Ahmed, foreign affairs editorial writer.

Ahmed, who writes for "Al 'Ahram," a major newspaper in Cairo, spoke last night at a lecture titled "The Middle East Crisis and a New World Order," sponsored by the Institute for International Peace Studies.

"More fundamentally, it has become the main testing ground for the rapprochement between East and West as applied to North-South relations," he said. This is due mainly to the deterioration of the previous bipolar world and an emergence of a new multi-polar world, added Ahmed.

The main ingredient in the East-West rapprochement is interdependence, however, in the North-South relationship it is unevenness. It is this inequality of notions which gives rise to diverging perspectives.

The East-West rapprochement is built upon rules which appear to be of a universal character, but the South is not oblivious to the fact that they are being formulated by parties in the North which represent less than one quarter of humanity, he said.

"The wave of liberalization that swept through Eastern Europe... was bound sooner or later to spill over into the Arab world, because of similarities in state structure and curtailment of human rights," said Ahmed.

Because they knew it was imperative to implement a change, a number of Arab regimes introduced a degree of pluralism and held relatively free elections, he added. He also said "What finally forced the Arab world to face up to the realities of the new international order was Saddam Hussein's takeover of Kuwait."

Only in the Arab world has the legitimacy of Saddam's actions been debated. This is because the Arab states have been extremely frustrated by their inability to cope with the challenges put forward by the "new world order." Thus, any Arab leader who even attempts to challenge the West immediately becomes a hero. Saddam felt that because the bipolar world was breaking down he could invade Kuwait without outside intervention.

"The solution of the Gulf crisis is still far away."
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INSIDE COLUMN

"New Kids" give new meaning to love

Okay, I'll say it. The New Kids make my proverbial living room...

Sure, I've loved before. There were the Bay City Rollers, there was... There was the Bay City Rollers, there was a brief fling with "The Pogues," but it's a"Outsiders." But this is... It's Joe McIntyre and I... and the cities.

We get along fine as long as I promise to keep my hands off Dennis. I've tried "real" guys. They send lots of roses. But let's face it: movie stars, rock stars, and MTV veejays are better than Notre Dame guys. My cousin Costner would never be late to the dining hall. Mel Gibson would never refer to you as a "jock." And a New Kid would never throw up in your garbage can at an SAT test.

True, a New Kid might burn down your dorm... (Incidentally, I don't believe a word of it. He's the only one who's told me while the clincher: his nickname is "Joey Bird." My mom calls me "Ponyboy." Jeff tells me the karma's not there.

It was my cousin Amanda who turned me onto the New Kids. Like all other thinking people who realize that the people exist because the New Kids is it. Joe McIntyre and I... and the cities.

"research" on... There were the Bay City Rollers, there was a brief fling with "Ponyboy" from... (Isn't this uncanny?) And this is the clincher: his nickname is "Joey Bird." My mom calls me "Ponyboy." Jeff tells me the karma's not there.

Was it to have been filmed in the area last summer before it was dropped by its distributor, 20th Century Fox. Dennis Benitez, location director for both last year's and this year's productions, returned to Evansville this week with members of the New Kids production team to look at the area. The movie tells the story of the new All-American Girls Professional Baseball League, which existed in the Midwest from 1945 until 1954. The production will be directed by Penny Marshall and is due to be released by Columbia Pictures. She toured Evansville area sites with members of the New Kids production team.
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University scientists conduct summer lake experiments

An innovative experiment continues this summer in a Wisconsin lake to study the effects crayfish and large fish have on the ecosystem in which they live.

Of particular interest to the University of Notre Dame scientists is a species that has recently invaded the area, the rusty crayfish.

Five large enclosures were installed last summer in Carrol Lake in northern Wisconsin, curtaining off these sections from the rest of the lake. This year, in late may or early June, different configurations of crayfish and bass will be added to three of the enclosures.

The curtains section off areas of 500 square meters each in relatively shallow sections of the lake, from shoreline to depths of about two meters. According to aquatic ecologist David Lodge, who heads the Notre Dame research team in this investigation, the project is the first to use such curtains to study nearshore ecosystems on such a large scale.

"We have to work on a scale that's realistic for the organisms," says Lodge. "It allows us to examine the entire food web in this part of the lake, putting it all together in one experiment." Each enclosure contains the typical native populations of fish, lake bottom invertebrates, vascular plants and algae. In one enclosure the number of bass will be increased, in another the number of crayfish will be increased, and in a third the number of both bass and crayfish will be increased.

The populations within the enclosures will be monitored closely during the next two summers (May through September) to record changes that take place in the ecosystems.

"One basic goal of the experiment," says Lodge, "is to learn enough about the ecological communities in lakes to see if there are ways we can manage the lake by manipulating the upper end of the food web. We'll look at how the natural systems are put together and what factors are important in their structure." Three species of crayfish in a range of sizes will be included in the study, one of them the rusty crayfish, an exotic organism not native to the area that has caused a lot of problems in Wisconsin lakes' plant and animal life. The rusty crayfish is thought to have been brought into the area by fishermen using the animal for bait.

The introduction of this crayfish led to declines of submerged plants and ultimately fish populations. Lodge says there are three possible explanations why fish became less plentiful.

• competition for food—crayfish and bass both eat small invertebrates.
• crayfish's destruction of plants, which provides protection especially for young fish.
• disruption of spawning—fish lay their eggs on the lake bottom where they are readily accessible to crayfish.

"Hopefully, through this experiment we'll be able to confirm which of the three possible explanations is really happening and the mechanisms of that process," said Lodge.

"Once we discover what actually happened we can focus on ways to reverse the damage that crayfish are doing to the lake," Lodge says. "I think that will include the use of large fish, which have been reduced by fishermen, to control crayfish populations." Lodge believes one of the reasons that crayfish are devastating in a lake's ecosystem is because the creature is omnivorous, feeding both on plants and animals.

"Most organisms have more specialized diets," he said. "We're wondering, does this omnivorous capacity of crayfish give them a competitive edge, does it give them the ability to persist even as other organisms are dying out?"

The rusty crayfish is a typical invading species, according to Lodge, because its presence has not followed the population booms and busts pattern seen with other invading species.

Lodge theorizes there are two stable states for lake ecosystems:

• low population of crayfish and a diverse configuration of plants, fish and invertebrates.
• an abundance of crayfish and a low population of plants, fish and invertebrates.

He believes that heavy fishing of a lake can cause the shift from the first stable state to the second stable state.

There's only one way to come out ahead of the pack.

DOMINO'S PIZZA DURING THE NCAA.
A TASTY SLAM-DUNK

Call about our 30th Anniversary Special! Employment Opportunities Available.

CARRY OUT SPECIAL

FOUR LARGE PIZZAS

MEDIUM TWO-TOPPER

Get a large pizza with one topping for only $4.99. Additional toppings extra.  $4.99

Get four large cheese pizzas for just $17.99. Additional toppings extra.  $17.99

Get a medium pizza with your two favorite toppings for only $6.99. Get the second for $3.00 more.  $6.99

Call Us! Notre Dame 271-0300 1835 South Bend Ave. 289-0033 816 Portage Ave.

CARRY OUT SPECIAL EXTRA.  ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS EXTRA.
Refugees from the city of Dohuk head into the mountains on the Turkish border to flee Northern Iraq.

Long road

MBAs, Holtz donate over $4300

By ANN MARIE ZELL
Staff Reporter

Dennis Cloud, vice president of the Notre Dame MBA association, and Coach Lou Holtz presented a check of $4368.89 to the St. Joseph County Diabetes Association Thursday.

The donation will be used exclusively for financial assistance for St. Joseph county residents struggling with the disease.

Sister Sharon Marie Fox, president of the St. Joseph County Diabetes Association, accepted the donation.

"We had run out of funds for financial assistance," said Fox.

"This is a real blessing."

According to Fox, the donation came at a very opportune moment. Being Easter, it’s nice to be able to help. It gives people so much hope to get assistance."

"In the first quarter of this year, calls for financial assistance have increased rapidly," said Therese Platt, director of Development and Marketing for the St. Joseph County Diabetes Association.

Fox noted that, "medications, testing and supplies can be very expensive" especially while the country is experiencing an economic recession.

The ND MBA association, consisting of approximately twenty first and second year MBA students, raised the money through entrepreneurial pursuits. Minus the initial costs, half of the money raised went to the MBA association and the remaining half was donated to the St. Joseph County Diabetes Association.

For five dollars per picture, before Saturday home football games, the MBA association took pictures of Irish fans with a life size photograph of Lou Holtz. Money was also raised through t-shirt sales, co-chaired by Rick Shalaby, and J.P. McFadden.

Members of the diabetes association and Coach Holtz congratulated the MBA association on their accomplishment.

"It’s beautiful that you (the MBA students) are using your talents and gifts, not for yourself but for someone else," said Fox.

"I’m glad it has gone so well. I remember when you (the MBA association) asked me and I tried to discourage you," said Holtz. "I said, ‘nobody will want to do that. Do something that will make some money.’ Think what would happen if you had Robert Redford."

"Diabetes is one charity my wife and I decided to concentrate on," Holtz added that many people do not realize the seriousness of the disease and view insulin as a cure. In reality, however, Holtz pointed out, "the average life expectancy of a person with diabetes is far lower than normal."

For the time being, the MBA association plans to continue supporting the St. Joseph County Diabetes Association again next year.

"It is a way for us to do something for the public."

Langenheim was the first woman to become a tenured professor in science at UCSC and the first woman to be elected president of the Association for Tropical Biology. She was also the second woman to be elected president of the Ecological Society of America in its seventy-five year history.

She served on the executive committee to found the International Society of Chemical Ecology and later served as president of the group in 1986 to 1987.

Her research is concerned with how environmental factors influence the functioning of plants and determine their distribution and patterning in ecosystems.

Langenheim earned her bachelor’s degree from the University of Tulsa and her master’s degree and doctorate from the University of Minnesota.

Will Jenn have a good time on her 21st?

We’ll know when we look under the couch in the morning!

Happy Birthday Jenn!
Love Barat, Madeleine, Joan and Tara

NOTRE DAME COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE

GOLDEN GLOBE WINNER
BEST FOREIGN FILM

WINNER, SPECIAL JURY PRIZE – CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
A comedy about best friends, star-crossed lovers, and the magic of the movies.

CINEMA PARADISO

TONIGHT AND SATURDAY 7:15, 9:45
Polish consulate members discuss E. European market

BY ANDREA CAVANAUGH
News Writer

In order to create a free market economy, the Eastern Europeans must change their patterns of behavior from "Soviet to capitalist," according to Wlodzimierz Siwinski, vice president of the University of Poland at Warsaw.

Siwinski and Maciej Brozowski of the Polish consulate spoke of the problems confronting the Polish government in the Spring Forum sponsored by the Notre Dame Council on International Business Development (NDCIBD).

Gaulius Draugelis, a senior double major in government and Japanese and a native Lithuanian, addressed the issues surrounding the current Lithuanian, a junior double major in Lithuanian, addressed the island and Japanese and a native Lithuanian situation, and Paul Shinn, a junior double major in government and philosophy, discussed the solutions to the difficulties of attracting foreign investment in Eastern Europe.

Siwinski said that Poland was handicapped by a "destabilized" economy. When non-communist forces came to power in the Polish government, inflation was at 1200 percent and the Gross National Product had fallen drastically.

To challenge these economic problems, Siwinski believes that an entirely new mode of thought must be employed by the Polish people to bring about a capitalist economy.

"The basic behavioral pattern is simply distributive," he said. "They are not looking for profit. Cost means nothing." he stated.

In the Soviet system, the workers simply want to fulfill the planned supply, and government subsidies provide the difference. Siwinski stated that Polish policies must break this dependence upon the government and foster capitalist activity.

Siwinski sees the current economic stabilization policy of the Polish government as "pretty good." Inflation, although outrageous by Western standards, is basically under control, exports are good and currency is freely exchangeable.

"We have no other option," he said. "I am sure there will be ups and downs, but this is our only option."

Brozowski addressed the microeconomic problems of the Polish transition to a capitalist system. "Our problems do not lie in lack of skill, manpower or democratic process but in the lack of a good business environment.

He saw no network to integrate trade financing, manufacturing and insurance. But recently, the Polish government has made economic communications, banking and various computer projects to help develop this infrastructure.

"If American investors are prepared and strong enough, especially now, they can make a good business in Poland," he said.

Draugelis said that although Gorbačev was supposed to have admitted the problems of his country, he has not acted definitively to offer solutions to the unrest in the Baltic states. His programs of glasnost and perestroika have been left open to interpretation and became the Lithuanian "catalyst for independence."

Draugelis believes that through diplomacy, Lithuania can become a friendly trading partner with the Soviet Union. Lithuania can then provide foreign investment and a bridge for the Soviets to trade with the West.

Shinn proposed two NDCIBD sponsored Eastern Europe convert from a command economy to a market economy. First, a Citizens Democracy Core would sponsor 7-10 day consulting and/or training sessions between Eastern Europeans and American business students. The students would work together to develop strategies for the development of private companies in Eastern Europe.

Second, qualified students would investigate investment opportunities in Eastern Europe and make the risks and rewards available to the NB community.

Shinn said NDCIBD did not want to exploit the Eastern European states but instead wanted to aid them.

---

Christmas in April

Special to The Observer

Christmas in April, South Bend's extensive volunteer home repair program, has extended its work load in the St. Casimir's/Ford Street neighbor hood over two days this year.

Tomorrow, nearly 300 volunteers from the St. Joseph Valley Building and Construction Trades Council and 60 community volunteers will tackle major repairs such as roofing, rewiring, plumbing, plastering and carpentry work.

One week later on April 13, over 3,000 volunteers from the community, South Bend, Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College will complete a variety of repairs, including painting, plastering, caulking, cleaning, insulating and winterizing.

"We've always done some preparatory work on many of the homes prior to the actual celebration of Christmas in April, but this year our efforts are much more organized," said David Ross, president of the Christmas in April Board of Managers.

"With so many volunteers we wanted to make sure everyone contributed. By allowing the skilled volunteers to go in a week earlier and get many of the major repairs completed, we expect to accomplish a lot more on April 13."

Now in its third year, Christmas in April helps provide safe, warm, dry housing for those living in confined elderly, handicapped and low-income homeowners who cannot restore their property by themselves because of physical or financial limitations.

Sponsored by the City of South Bend, the University of Notre Dame and the Chamber of Commerce of St. Joseph County, Christmas in April expects to complete at least $500,000 worth of repairs in 32 homes in the St. Casimir's/Ford Street neighborhood in 1991.

Of the 3,000 volunteers expected to participate, approximately 2,000 are students at the University and Saint Mary's College. Five hundred are community residents. 300 are members of local skilled labor unions and 200 are employees of the City of South Bend.

Skilled volunteers will represent the following building trades unions: Bricklayers; Masons and Plasterers; Carpenters and Joiners; Laborers International Union, Electrical Workers; Glaziers and Allied Trades; Ironworkers; United Union of Roofers; Operating Engineers; Plumbers and Pipefitters; Sheet Metal Workers; and Teamsters.

Last year over 3,000 volunteers helped complete nearly $750,000 worth of repairs in 59 homes in South Bend West Washington neighborhood.

In 1989, the first year of the project, 48 homes in the city's northeast neighborhood received over $251,350 worth of repairs.

The honorary chairmen for this year's event are South Bend Mayor Joe Kernen; Christopher Murphy, president and chief executive officer of First Source Bank; Larry Harding, chairman of the South Bend- Mishawaka Chamber of Commerce, and Patricia O'Hara, vice president of Student Affairs at the Notre Dame.

Christmas in April, a not-for-profit project of the Housing Development Corporation, is funded through a variety of loans, grants and individual and corporate donations.

For more information, contact Karen Heisler, 239-1616, or the South Bend Bureau of Housing, 284-2152.
Shuttle Atlantis carries 17-ton satellite into orbit today

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — The shuttle Atlantis was buttocked up and ready Thursday to carry a 17-ton satellite into space to study the incredibly powerful gamma rays that burst violently but unseen through the universe.

"Gamma Ray Observatory is truly a mission of discovery because we will be looking at regions of space that have not been studied before," said Leonard Fisk, NASA's chief scientist. "You have the real possibility of seeing phenomena that are not sufficient."

After the withdrawal of the Iraqi troops and the implementation are necessary, the structure of the Arab world which had been prevailing has collapsed and cannot be restored. Now the problem is to conceive of an Arab order which can move in keeping with the changes underway on the entire world.

"The new international order cannot just be the world as a whole, or the world as it is," concluded Ahmed, "and there is a vast gap between its declared principles and their implementation."

Gamma Ray has collapsed and cannot be conceived of an Arab order which can move in keeping with the changes underway on the entire world. The new international order cannot be reconstructed if it is not in the Arab world. The structure of the Arab world which had been prevailing has collapsed and cannot be restored. Now the problem is to conceive of an Arab order which can move in keeping with the changes underway on the entire world.
MEN'S & WOMEN'S BRACKETS

The Observer

Over the course of her career, Martina Arroyo has followed her own advice in becoming a world-renowned opera diva.

"I think the most satisfying aspect of my career is being able to talk to young people and say this is what can happen," said Arroyo in the Cullen Auditorium lecture Thursday.

"I like to talk about the past and having memories, but memories fade. So for me at this moment, the most satisfying is to have those memories to share with young people," Arroyo added. "But as far as a singer and didn't know I could be a singer, in the moment, the most satisfying is to have these memories to share with young people," Arroyo added. "But as far as a singer and didn't know I could be a singer, in the moment, the most satisfying is to have these memories to share with young people."

Arroyo's career started at the age of fourteen at Hunter College High School.

"When I started out I didn't want to be a singer and didn't know I could be a singer, in the sense that I hadn't been exposed to opera," she said.

While standing outside an opera workshop for college students, Arroyo was caught by the director of the company, who told her to go to Europe and get more experience. The Met called her back in 1965, and she accepted.

Over the course of her career, Arroyo has sung in the major operatic centers of Europe, including Vienna, Berlin, Zurich, and the Met. In recent years, Arroyo has appeared more than twenty times on the Johnny Carson Show and on The Odd Couple, where she played herself.

Arroyo advised the group to keep in touch with their friends and young people as they move on in their professions.

"We (professional) should be able to talk to young people in the way that I'm here to talk to you. We should be able to talk to the young students as though we are their friends," she said. "And after four years, students may get out and say, 'What have I gotten into?' I guess that's why I'm here to tell you about it. Give yourself the time to be the best in your profession and you will be." The lecture was co-sponsored by the Year of the Woman committee and the ND Department of Music.

Shuttle

continued from page 6
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satellites and high-altitude balloons, but never with an instrument as large and as sensitive as GRO. For example, GRO can detect very high temperatures flowing out of stellar black holes, and thereby verify that these exotic objects do exist. The observatory will resolve questions of how matter was distributed throughout the universe and about the processes that followed the "Big Bang," which is believed to have created the universe. Objects do exist. The observatory will resolve questions of how matter was distributed throughout the universe and about the processes that followed the "Big Bang," which is believed to have created the universe.

On their space walk, Ross and Agi will test three prototype cart designs being evaluated for transporting astronauts around the outside of a space station.

by Koch, von Bobroff, and Menzel. And, of course, the strategically located markets by Cornelius and Winterhalter. The exhibition includes nearly 200 works. The exhibition includes nearly 200 works. The exhibition includes nearly 200 works.

The development of drawing in 18th century France is well represented in the exhibition with works by Lancret, Watteau, Oudry, Lemoine, Bouchardon, Boucher, van Logh, Cochin, Saint-Aubin and Greuze.

This collection contains a va-

riety of drawings, from highly finished works to rougher drawings from paint-

ings and larger projects as well as spontaneous initial sketches.

Among the other significant works in the exhibition are an impressive landscape of Val-
montone by Natoire, a striking view of the falls at Tivoli by Tintoretto, and a portrait of the influential pastelists Carrera and Holi.

Studies from important known works include a drawing for the "Bacchae" of the Pastoral by Poussin and a red chalk drawing of part of a design for the "Bacchae" of the Pastoral by Poussin, which is the most significant drawing in the exhibition.

Studies for one of Piazzetta's earliest paintings and a major autograph by Girodet of "The University has the opportunity of the diversity on the issue of diversity," said one student.

The group also addressed the problem of the lack of retention of ethnic American students at the university. Only 75 percent of ethnic American students graduate from the university, as opposed to 90 percent overall. In addition, 29 percent of ethnic American students left the college within a year and before completing science before the end of their freshman year.

Freshman Year of Studies is using counseling, tutoring, one-on-one advisors, and other measures in order to curtail these problems. Six counseling programs have been instituted in order to give students a head start in college and to "translate the knowledge, work in engineering and science," said the Freshman Year of Studies director, "and the Learning Resource Center has three Cobra Centers. A total of 27 students in science and engineering.

One administrator promised that more will be done to address this in the Freshman Year of Studies.
Study of western literary tradition is still important

Dear Editor:

As is his periodic wont, Mr. Kurtz attached the defenders of traditional humanistic liberal arts curricula in The Observer, March 27, 1991. Since he so gratuitously airs his own opinions, I would appreciate your allowing me to state mine.

Mr. Mills castigates the proponents of humanistic curricula as provincial conservatives who are interested in nothing other than oppressing women, minorities, and homosexuals. I would like to remind him that many of us have progressive voting records. Furthermore, the charge of provincialism is completely dishonest. Within the tradition of Western thought are contained various political, economic, religious, and ethnic points of view. The tradition that Mr. Mills himself belongs to is Western, for the concept of the equality of all individuals, either before the law or before God, is a Western concept.

I am sure Mr. Mills agrees with this. Within the canon of Western literature may be found monarchists, democrats, communists, atheists, saints, sinners, men and women (Mr. Mills may check it for himself: both Jane Austen and George Eliot are on the Great Books list at the University of Chicago, the den of iniquity where the whole idea started).

Furthermore, the influence of Western writers on what all of us raised in American civilization do and think is undeniable. The thoughts of eighteenth-century Enlightenment thinkers utterly inform Americans' conceptions of themselves as individuals and as a nation. Religious persons in our society, especially the Catholics and Protestants, understand themselves in terms handed down from St. Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, and John Calvin, whether they are conscious of it or not.

And even the atheists have probably been influenced by Bertrand Russell or Jean-Paul Sartre. And did not the scientific insights of Copernicus, Darwin, Galileo, and Einstein completely revolutionize the entire world? Whom did Chinese students emulate before government tanks slaughtered their demonstrations of it?

I firmly believe in the intellectual virtues of studying non-Western peoples. They are our brothers and sisters in humanity, and our neighbors in the community of the world. But how can students understand foreign peoples without understanding themselves? If any of my students rejects any of the ideas in the Western tradition, at least they know what they are rejecting. I doubt if Mr. Mills does.

I must aver that education, like charity, begins at home. We need to know where we come from intellectually, before we can understand anyone else. Even the partial understanding of other cultures is the fruit of understanding one's own.

Robert W. Shaffer
Core Curriculum
March 27, 1991

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

QUOTE OF THE DAY

When you stop giving and offering something to the rest of the world, it's time to turn out the lights

George Burns

Gospel calls on us to oppose war

Dear Editor:

I feel compelled to respond to a letter by Mr. Scott (The Observer, 2/28) which stated that Christianity and warfare are not contradictory. The line of thought in his brief letter left me beggled. For Mr. Scott: "Some claim rightly that the Gospel and war contradict each other but then conclude wrongly that a Christian cannot support a war."

He does not seem to need a feel to further explain this seemingly self-contradictory statement other than to imply that the Gospels are not meant to "answer every problem in the world." While I do not maintain that the Gospels were written as a "manual of answers," I do believe that Christianity provides the spiritual grounding for the best action in all situations.

To imply that Jesus only covered certain areas of truth, leaving others wholly up in the air, is both erroneous and dangerous. To claim that Christianity is somehow insufficient is to say that we will accept Christianity when it gives us the answers we want, but when it gives us difficult answers we will simply say that it is out of its element and we must take over from there.

Unfortunately, this seems to be a common human flaw— from the Pharisees to modern day, to say that Jesus never spoke on the dangers of nuclear war and thus Christianity has nothing to add to the debate is pure folly. Jesus did not teach as Aristide did, trying to algorhythmically explore all possible situations. Instead, he preached a spirit of truth, the spirit of God that will always lead us right. We try to avoid this by saying such things as "Things are much more complicated now." And indeed they may be, but to make addendums to Christianity in our own interests is ultimately a testimony to a lack of faith in that spirit of truth, a clinging to our own desires over the will of God who is truth. We push over the nice phrases of Christianity and quickly glance away from the implications and challenges.

"Love one another..." are we really loving the Iraqis, the 150,000 of them that we killed? No, I will admit that it is not all that easy, but neither is the excuse of self-defense as neat and tidy as many tout it to be. I simply can't imagine Jesus with an M-16 in his hands. I ask you to listen and question, open to the spirit of truth, challenge, don't simply rationalize; we must allow ourselves to be taught by Jesus this words in the Gospels and his Word in our hearts. He calls each of us and we must respond as best we can.

"You have heard the commandment, 'You shall love your countryman but hate your enemy.' My command to you is: love your enemies, pray for those who persecute you. This will prove that you are sons of your heavenly Father, for his sun rises on the bad and the good, he rains on the just and the unjust. If you love those who love you, what merit is there in that? Do not tax collectors do as much? And if you greet your brothers only, what is so praiseworthy about that? Do not pagans do as much?

In a word, you must be made perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect."
Friday, April 5, 1991

English registration process not as bad as expected

Bridget Bobick
Guest Columnist

It takes guts to be an English major. "Meeting the next lady of my life should be the slogan in the recruitment books sent to prospective freshmen. But while other students strain to dial their PIN numbers, English majors rebel against technology and modernization. Angrily, we await each semester's pre-registration test of endurance.

But this week, the dedicated group in the front of the line piled camp around 4pm Monday, 14 hours before registration was to begin. And not just any Monday, this was Easter Monday, an official Notre Dame holiday. Unfortunately, no one (to my knowledge) had to miss Easter. But there's always next year! I imagine Mass held on third floor of O'Shag for overzealous English majors. I wonder if the Honey Baked Ham Company delivers...

Overall, the experience was a memorable and beautiful expression of commitment to the English major. I have never seen anything like it. When I arrived at 6am Tuesday, sleeping bags and masses of people spanning the entire third floor. Carefully, I descended the crowded stairway and took my place in line on the second floor moments before the big event was to begin. Wide-eyed and full of anticipation, I awaited the first English registration of the day, only to be somewhat disappointed.

The ordeal was not nearly as strenuous as my first impressions. Obviously, English majors are too virtile and athletically inclined; more sheer deprivation is not enough. Next year, instead of being the only student in agony, I want to see more. Outlaw the futilis, the pillows and the blankets! I want to step triumphantly over the weak. Third floor of O'Shag has such potential for becoming a true test of endurance on campus, the world know that English majors are a rare and tough group of students like no other.

When it was all over, I experienced a thorough sense of accomplishment, similar to how I imagine finishing a marathon would feel. On second thought, pre-registration has got to be better. At the end of a marathon, what reward is there? Sure massages! A t-shirt? I, however, now have British Lit II and Comparative Studies in Modern Poetry. A rush!

And to that person who cut in front of me and five other people at 9:35—watch your step. Do you think the Observer should stop running it, for it is untrue. I really envy you for your truthfulness of co-ed housing proponents' motives (Observer and Daily have heard about their censored ads are even more effective than the uncensored ones-yet they are censored all the same. Therefore, I think you should put this little ad aside and use it when and if the administration gains a better perspective on the matter.

Kirsten M. Dunne
Singfried Hall
March 25, 1991

SENATE CANDIDACY MISUNDERSTOOD

Dear Editor:

I am writing in regard to the recent developments in the Student Senate elections for the South Quad. Most likely, many have found the recent events and behavior of Paul Peralez. But, few have heard about his behavior of Billy Allen, partially because he has not gone out of his way to promote his candidacy. Wrongly portrayed as the spokesman for the group of St. Mary's, Allen has been forced to confront his negative image head-on based upon a misguided assumption considering his color, not his character.

What goes unnoticed is the fact that his actions have been above reproach, abiding by all election procedures. A new election, chosen to be the amicable solution, will necessarily be a time for Allen to rebuild his reputation. Instead of focusing on issues that concern the St. Mary's students, Allen is being punished for the actions of Paul Peralez. Furthermore, I would like to suggest that The Observer's coverage of this election. It has slanted the coverage to make Paul Peralez look like the victim. It has, in addition, refused to allow Billy Allen to defend his position, clear his name or respond to the accusations of Peralez. So much for an unbiased media.

Jeff Wilson
Alumni Hall
April 2, 1991

Ceremony needs improvement

Dear Editor:

This week, 1991 graduates are being measured for academic garb. At last year's commencement, I was underimpressed by certain aspects of the ceremony. In particular, the treatment of the baccalaureate graduates. One of them was wearing hoods, which, of course, include the colors of one's college. I asked a faculty member why, and he informed me that because they can be a little hassle, it is easier not to have them. I wore a hood for my baccalaureate commencement and I would have received anybody implying I was incapable of putting it on. Baccalaureate graduates of many other colleges and universities do wear hoods, including graduates of Saint Mary's. It seems strange that Notre Dame, a major university, thinks its graduates, who have just paid over $70,000 for an education, should look like high school graduates at their commencement.

The ceremony fails to emphasize the real stars of the day. There is so much emphasis on putting on a show (and indeed it was impressive) that the real reason for the ceremony, the conferring of degrees, is lost in the crowd of university administrators and guest speakers. The conferring of degrees upon baccalaureate graduates is done, as if with a magic wand, upon all the students of a college at the one time, and is over before one realizes it. The individual photo opportunities of the graduate receiving his or her degree by hand from the president is lost forever. Time may be a concern. Can't have Bill Cosby sitting around for a couple of extra hours while 2000 graduates are individually conferred, can we? But shouldn't the real stars of the day get their opportunity on stage? This self- I understood that the onus of not liking The Observer's cover- age of this election. It has slanted the coverage to make Paul Peralez look like the victim. It has, in addition, refused to allow Billy Allen to defend his position, clear his name or respond to the accusations of Peralez. So much for an unbiased media.

Jeff Wilson
Alumni Hall
April 2, 1991

Constitution promotion does not reflect reality

Dear Editor:

Upon reading the paper last Friday, upon an ad I see often in the Observer:

"We'd like to remind you that the uncensored content of this newspaper is made possible by the constitution of the United States. The Constitution— The words we live by: It's a nice thought; however, I think the Observer should stop running it, for it is untrue. There is a nice ad to go on campus (I won't write their name or you might not be allowed to print my letter) whose ads are indeed subject to censorship. Their censored ads are even more effective than the uncensored ones-yet they are censored all the same. Therefore, I think you should put this little ad aside and use it when and if the administration gains a better perspective on the matter.

Kirsten M. Dunne
Singfried Hall
March 25, 1991

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Single-sex housing helps avoid 'carnal temptations

Dear Editor:

I write in response to Paul Cornithian's letter regarding the truthfulness of co-ed housing proximity. "The most important truths" of life that Notre Dame has provided me with are perpetrators of single-sex housing, when some of us are forced to settle for the shallow learning that we derive from our superficial (and most likely implicitly sexually perverse) interaction with friends/acquaintances of dangerous gender!

You're right - I've got to wake up, recognize the utopia that surrounds me, and become more like you. I'm certain that with your proud "greatest university in the land" mentality they will be less exposed by all of those "fornicators" out there represent little or no obstacle on your "path to wisdom." I mean, what was I thinking? For a time...
weekend calendar

friday

MUSIC
Bye Bye Johnny, Center Street Blues Cafe, 9:30 p.m.
Bedspins, McCormick's, 10:00 p.m.
The Fish, Club 23, 10:00 p.m.
Mr. E, Bridge's, 10:00 p.m.

EVENTS
33rd Collegiate Jazz Festival, Stepan Center, 7:30 p.m.
"The Marriage of Figaro," Benedix Theatre in Century Center, 7:30 p.m.; $10.

saturday

MUSIC
EZ Ed Wright and the Soul Sounds, Center Street Blues, 9:30 p.m.
The Fish, Club 23, 10:00 p.m.
Smear, Grace Coffeehouse, 9:00 p.m.

EVENTS
The Undance, South Dining Hall, 8:00 p.m.
33rd Collegiate Jazz Festival, Stepan Center, 1:00 
& 7:30 p.m.

sunday

EVENTS
"All that I am," Inspiring Women's Stories From our Past, Hesburgh Library Auditorium, 2:00 p.m.

films

FRIDAY
"Jungle Book," Cushing Auditorium, 8:00 & 10:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
"Jungle Book," Cushing Auditorium, 8:00 & 10:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY PARK EAST
"Mr. and Mrs. Bridge," 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
"The Perfect Weapon," 7:10 & 9:10 p.m.
"Dances with Wolves," 8:15 p.m.
"The Doors," 8:00 p.m.
"New Jack City," 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.
"The S Heartbeats," 7:15 & 9:40 p.m.
Joseph McIntyre, 18, is the youngest of the group, and is by far the dreamboatiest. Joey was recruited for the group to be a Michael Jackson-type singer who would appeal to a pre-teen audience, and he sang their first real hit, "Please Don't Go Girl." Unfortunately, by the time the record hit, his voice had changed. Now he sings it an octave lower.

Most embarrassing quote: "I'm gonna get hooked up with Madonna and she's gonna fall head over heels for me."

Nickname: Joey Joe, Joe
Bird: Shoe Size: 8 1/2
Pet Peeve: War.

Jordan Knight is arguably the only New Kid who can actually sing. His experience in choirs has given him a distinctive falsetto and the ability to carry the group's vocals.

Jordan also has the moves. When he dances, his feet are a blur. And when he croons "I'll be loving you forever..." it's accompanied by a swoon-inducing, tender, vulnerable gaze.

Jordan's Donny Osmond charisma makes hearts palpitate here at Notre Dame and all over the world.

Nickname: J. Worst habits: "I bite my nails and put ketchup on everything."
Favorite play: Julius Caesar.

By PAIGE SMORON
Assistant Accent Editor

They're hot. They're hip. They're permanently on the cover of "Teen Beat." But more importantly, they're almost here. And quite frankly, I think I'm going to scream.

Hysterics are the customary reaction to New Kids on the Block, at least on the part of their pre-adolescent fans. And on Sunday, Notre Dame will have its chance to scream at them.

Okay, they don't even play instruments. But they do perform at least 50% of their concerts live. And if nothing else, they're not bad to look at.

To their credit, the New Kids take advantage of their popularity by making a conscious effort to be good role models for their fans. They emphasize an anti-drug message at all times, and also have been quoted on subjects like the environment and world peace.

However, their squeaky-clean image has not emerged entirely unscathed. The Globe ran a story by one of the New Kids' ex-groupies, entitled "My Nights of Kinky Sex with Nude Kids on the Block."

Also, an ugly controversy has been surrounding this tour. Donnie Wahlberg, the unofficial front man of the group, has been brought up on charges of arson, which carries with it a potential of 20 years to life in jail. Presumably, his action figure will come out with a new line of prison garb.

In addition to Donnie, there are four more sequined studs: Jordan, Jonathan, Danny and Joseph. Pick out the one most pleasing to the eye. It's best to concentrate on screaming one name, and later you can murmur it feverishly after you've fainted.

I'll take Joey.
"A few years ago," wrote Flannery O'Connor in an essay on the Catholic novelist in the South, "a preacher in Tennessee attracted considerable attention when he sacrificed a live lamb chained to a cross at his Lenten revival service. It is possible that this was simple showmanship, but I doubt it. I presume that this was as close to the Mass as that man could come."

When a poor little lamb gives up its life in vain, it's called butchery; not sacrifice. The blood of the lamb shed by the preacher couldn't save anyone; and if our salvation depended on such an act of cruelty to a dumb, innocent animal, who would choose to go home by the way of the Cross?

Christ is called the Lamb of God. He is also pictured in the medieval bestiaries as the spiritual unicorn alluded to as the "horn of salvation" in the old translations of the "Benedicteus." Unicorns, according to mythology, are fabulous creatures who tend to fall in love with virgins. In "The horn of salvation", Virgil describes the unicorn which the children hunted. He was white, with hoofs of silver and a graceful horn of pearl.

"Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?" is not a metaphor for salvation that we can choose to go home by the way of the Cross. It must have been hard for the preacher to remember that the mangled carcass left over from his liturgy had once been a fleecy lamb without blemish or blemish, worthy like the unicorn to be a symbol of Christ.

"Is Death the mother of beauty?" How could it not be, if the vision of migrating birds she sees now? She doesn't think so; still she feels the need of some religious belief. Finally she decides that the truth she can live by is this: "Death is the mother of beauty." She means that the desire for beauty is sharpened by our awareness of death; if we lived forever, the beauty we experience would seem less wonderful. "She hears... A voice that cries, "The tomb in Palestine/Is not the porch of spirits lingering/It is the grave of Jesus, where he lay.../Over walk upon our mountains, and the guls/Whistle about us their carols of beauty.""

"Between my neighbor and me, there is no other law.../A man/... If only he would not die, not children, as the victims/Streets of cities to stir, not unkindly creature's life starts to cease to be. Couldn't heaven cease to be. Couldn't heaven cease to cease to be?/As if God did not exist."

"Man without myth, without God, without anything but the universe which has produced him, is given an extraordinarily pure and touching grandeur." Another critic has called the poem "the hedonist's elegy in a Country Churchyard."

Stevens became a Catholic on his death bed; but it's hisagnosticism I've tried to put you in touch with. Wordworth told us we might be better off as pagans "suckled in a creed outworn," than to lose touch with the beauty of the natural world. As Catholics, I hope you grow old hating lovers' quarrels with the Church; but in those seasons of disenchchantment, when you lose faith in the Church as a catechist, you can take lessons from the lilies of the field, when you consider how they grow.

"God, the mother of beauty? How could it not be, if it makes you think? Last week, I saw a dead bird killed by a passing car on Douglas Road. Its mate stood by, waiting for its partner to stir, not unkindly."

"Christ, has he died?/Have we lived forever, the beauty we have to live in the world onto the cross. He is the God who is with us and helps us... Christ helps us, not by virtue of his omnipotence, but by virtue of his weakness and suffering... only the suffering God can help."

"Here's a religion for the disciples with the courage to follow the the non-violent Christ, whose only defense was the Love stronger than death."

"Between my neighbor and me, there is no other law.../A man/... If only he would not die, not children, as the victims/Streets of cities to stir, not unkindly creature's life starts to cease to be. Couldn't heaven cease to be?/As if God did not exist."

"There is no other law.../A man/... If only he would not die, not children, as the victims/Streets of cities to stir, not unkindly creature's life starts to cease to be. Couldn't heaven cease to be?/As if God did not exist."

"The God who is with us is the God who is with us and helps us... Christ helps us, not by virtue of his omnipotence, but by virtue of his weakness and suffering... only the suffering God can help."

"Here's a religion for the disciples with the courage to follow the non-violent Christ, whose only defense was the Love stronger than death."

"Between my neighbor and me, there is no other law.../A man..."
"Isn't it sad that someone who is as excellent a student as I have to go through this kind of stuff to pursue her dreams?" Texas tailgater John Mark Schultz asked. "I think it borders on ridiculous."

Said Evans, competing in the U.S. Spring National: "I think too many things have changed since our day at school to be better prepared for the competition." Both blamed the new NCAA rule, which takes effect in August. They said it cuts a world-class swimmer's supervised pool time which usually averages 35-40 hours a week. But while college swimming officials criticized the new rule, the NCAA says the new rule is being misinterpreted.

"We blame the NCAA for not telling anyone about this rule,"said Stanford and Melvin Stewart, two student champions from U.S. National teams. "Swimmers can voluntarily work out as many hours as they want. The coach may be present during voluntary individual workouts when the student athlete uses the facilities and equipment. The coach just can't require you to spend more than 35 hours a week."

No matter how the rule is viewed, the major impact appears to be a move to limit track and field star's swimming hours. Track and field stars have been known to swim as many as 40 hours a week. Besides, college swimming spokesman Jim Marchant said, "Swimmers can voluntarily work out as many hours as they want."

"The dam may be about to break," said Jeff Dimond, a spokesman for U.S. Swimming, "but we'll take a major blow to what has been a very successful program." 

Says Colorado swimming coach Richard Quick: "The new rules are very clear to me. You can only do coach-supervised practice 20 hours a week."

Texas men's coach Eddie Reese says he plans to recommend to some of his swimmers to quit swimming this year, a mass exodus may occur now that Evans and Stewart have left.
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NBA Standings

**Eastern Conference**
- Philadelphia 57-25, 1st in Atlantic Division
- Miami 57-25, 2nd in Atlantic Division
- Boston 54-28, 3rd in Atlantic Division
- New York 54-28, 4th in Atlantic Division
- Chicago 52-30, 5th in Atlantic Division
- Indiana 50-32, 6th in Atlantic Division
- Milwaukee 47-35, 7th in Atlantic Division
- Orlando 45-37, 8th in Atlantic Division
- Detroit 41-41, 9th in Atlantic Division
- Atlanta 39-43, 10th in Atlantic Division
- Brooklyn 37-45, 11th in Atlantic Division

**Western Conference**
- Los Angeles Lakers 52-21, 1st in Pacific Division
- Portland 46-27, 2nd in Pacific Division
- Seattle 45-28, 3rd in Pacific Division
- New Orleans 44-29, 4th in Pacific Division
- Houston 43-30, 5th in Pacific Division
- San Antonio 42-31, 6th in Pacific Division
- Denver 41-32, 7th in Pacific Division
- Phoenix 40-33, 8th in Pacific Division
- Phoenix 39-34, 9th in Pacific Division
- Dallas 38-35, 10th in Pacific Division
- San Antonio 37-36, 11th in Pacific Division

Scoreboard

**NHL Schedule**

**Division Semifinals**
- Eastern Conference
- Wednesday, April 3
- New Jersey 2, Pittsburgh 1
- New York 2, Philadelphia 1

**Division Finals**
- Eastern Conference
- Wednesday, April 3
- New York 1, New Jersey 1

**Western Conference**
- Thursday, April 4
- Los Angeles 3, San Jose 2
- Los Angeles 3, Phoenix 2

**Late Games Not Included**
- Monday, April 1
- Boston at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.
- Golden State at Sacramento, 10:30 p.m.

**Weekend Games**
- Saturday, April 6
- Philadelphia at Boston, 7:30 p.m.
- Milwaukee at New York, 8:30 p.m.
- Houston at Dallas, 9:30 p.m.

**Monday, April 8**
- Golden State at Portland, 10:30 p.m.

**Friday, April 11**
- Chicago at Minnesota, 7:30 p.m.
- Los Angeles at Phoenix, 8:30 p.m.
- New York at Detroit, 8:30 p.m.

**Tuesday, April 15**
- New Jersey at Los Angeles, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Milwaukee, 8:00 p.m.
- San Antonio at Utah, 9:00 p.m.

**Sunday, April 17**
- Chicago at Houston, 3:30 p.m.
- New York at New Jersey, 5:30 p.m.

**Wednesday, April 20**
- Los Angeles at Boston, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.
- New Jersey at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.

**Saturday, April 22**
- Chicago at New York, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Los Angeles, 8:00 p.m.
- New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

**Thursday, April 27**
- Boston at New York, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
- New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

**Sunday, April 30**
- Buffalo at New York, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
- New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

EXHIBITION BASEBALL LINESCORES

**Monday, April 1**
- Boston at Hartford, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Los Angeles, 8:30 p.m.
- Chicago at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

**Tuesday, April 2**
- Minnesota at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Los Angeles, 8:30 p.m.
- New York at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

**Wednesday, April 3**
- Chicago at New York, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
- New Jersey at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.

**Thursday, April 4**
- Boston at New York, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at New York, 7:30 p.m.
- New Jersey at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.

**Friday, April 5**
- Minnesota at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
- New York at Los Angeles, 8:30 p.m.
- New York at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.

**Saturday, April 6**
- Minnesota at Chicago, 1:00 p.m.
- New York at Los Angeles, 4:00 p.m.
- New York at Detroit, 1:00 p.m.

**Sunday, April 7**
- Minnesota at Chicago, 3:00 p.m.
- New York at Los Angeles, 4:00 p.m.
- New York at Detroit, 3:00 p.m.

SATURDAY!
BOSTON (AP) — Larry Bird scored eight of his 14 points in a 24-10 surge that ended the first half, and the Boston Celtics handed the New Jersey Nets their 17th consecutive road loss, 123-104 Thursday night.

Boston led 62-48 at halftime, but the Nets used an 18-8 surge to cut that to 70-66. The Celtics responded with their own 18-8 rally, paced by Kevin Mci Hale’s eight points, and led 84-74 after three quarters. They led by 12 eight points, and led 88-74 after three quarters. They led by 12 points in the third quarter, and 94-77 loss to Boston in New Jersey on Tuesday night.

Reggie Theus with 19.
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Male golfers hope to beat weather against top competitors at Indiana

By RICHARD MATHURIN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame golf team will attempt to overcome its recent form in this season's weather. Last weekend, the Irish were snowed out in two of their three days at the Johnny Owens Invitational at Lafayette, Ind. Over the weekend, the team had the chance to practice in Indianapolis, but it's a short game and tricky greens in regulation due to the lack of practice. "We haven't had the opportu­ nity to get much practice because the weather has ex­tensively bad around here," said Thomas. "We want to make a good showing, so as to make an im­ pression for the NCAAs," said Thomas.

ND's Zorich getting down to business

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) — Notre Dame lineman Chris Zorich put his business classes to work when he per­ formed at the NFL scouting combine held Thursday, and, said Bradshaw, "Here, everyone was looking at me and watching every step I took. If I failed out there, I won't get hired, just like any other job, it's that simple." Zorich said the pressure of staging a one-man show was scrutinized like this. If I had to place myself in Zorich's posi­tion, I'd be amused.

"I'm not applying for a con­ servative 9-to-5 job, but it's basically all the same. You clean up, you're neat and you do that. You basically all the same. You do that and work when he per­ formed at the NFL scouting combine held Thursday, and, said Bradshaw, "Here, everyone was looking at me and watching every step I took. If I failed out there, I won't get hired, just like any other job, it's that simple." Zorich said the pressure of staging a one-man show was scrutinized like this. If I had to place myself in Zorich's position, I'd be amused.

"I'm not applying for a con­ servative 9-to-5 job, but it's basically all the same. You clean up, you're neat and you sell yourself." Zorich, who won the Lombardi Award as college football's best defensive lineman, attended the NFL scouting combine held earlier in Indianapolis, but a knee injury prevented him from working out. He ran, jumped and per­ formed a series of defensive drills on campus Wednesday. Scouts and managers liked what they saw.

"Before any of us ever stepped in the building, we knew Chris was an outstanding football player and an outstanding person," said Carl Peterson, presi­ dent and general manager of the Kansas City Chiefs. "I don't like to make mistakes in the draft. We take the extra time and extra money to scrutinize the players we like." Peterson predicted Zorich will be taken high in the April 21 NFL draft.

Pittsburgh Steeler scout Joe Greene, a Hall of Fame defensive lineman, said, "I was never scrutinized like this. If I had to place myself in Zorich's position, I'd be amused." Zorich’s focus on the matches will also be hard, but we are assured spots, but the other three spots are wide open. "I'm looking for a 14th out of a field of 15. "The better the opponent, the better we will become," said Coach Tom Stanion. "You have to be hungry if you want to win and it is difficult to remain hungry if your opponent is not playing well."

"This tournament will be tough all the way around—tough because of the long layoff since our last tournament (March 14-15) and tough because of the competition," said Hanlon.

NOW 'HO THE WOLF APPROVE?'

HAPPY 20TH CHRIS

CHIP, JIM, MIKE, "D"

A young Irish women's golf squad faces big test

The Notre Dame women's golf team will compete in the Indiana University Women's Invitational at the IU Golf Course this weekend. Notre Dame will take a rel­ atively young squad to Bloomington. It will consist of senior captain Roberts Bryer, senior Panda Fecko, junior Allison Wojnas, and sopho­ more Kathy Phares and Cappy Mack.

The Invitational will provide top competition for the Irish. The field will consist of 17 teams including some of the best teams in the Midwest re­ gion. Last year, Indiana won easily and the Irish finished 14th out of a field of 15.

"We have a chance to pull out all the stops. "With only two weeks left in the season," said Louderback, "We played outdoors in the last five weeks, and, said Bradshaw, "We're going to get through today's event and then get ready for the trip. All the teams may need to adjust.

"I would have been one of a lot of athletes there," he said. "Here, everyone was looking at me and watching every step I took. If I failed out there, I won't get hired, just like any other job, it's that simple."
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Brandon declares for NBA draft

EUGENE, Ore. (AP) — Terrell Brandon announced Thursday that he will forego his senior year at Oregon and would make himself available for the NBA draft.

Brandon averaged 26.6 points and five assists per game for the Ducks this year.

Brandon is in divorce proceedings with his estranged wife, Fanetrie.

Faldo goes for record third Masters title

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — It is Nick Faldo against the field — and history.

No one has ever won the Masters three times in a row.

No one has ever won the grand slam of golf.

Faldo has dreams.

Not since the glory days of Jack Nicklaus has one man dominated the pre-tournament talk.

Through it all, the tall Englishman with the elegant swing and steadiest of games remains a calm craftsman going about his business.

"I don't think of it as a third Masters," Faldo said. "I'm trying to approach it as a major, any major."

Besides, Faldo said, he has set himself a much more difficult target than a mere third consecutive Masters.

"The ultimate goal," he said, "is the grand slam.

Faldo, now carrying about 210 pounds on a 6-foot-3 frame.

"My goal is to try to win more majors," he said. "Just keep trying. I'm anxious to see what is in store."

Faldo made a run at it last year.

He won the Masters in a playoff victory over Ray Floyd, missed making a playoff at the U.S. Open when a birdie putt on the last hole lipped the cup, and then won the British Open for the second time.

"I'm a lot stronger," said Faldo, now carrying about 210 pounds on a 6-foot-3 frame.

British Opens — in 1953 then 1954.

Just as Nicklaus did, he has reduced his playing schedule and built it around the Big Four.

Faldo is approaching this Masters with a single-minded intensity reminiscent of the young Nicklaus — focusing on the majors to the exclusion of all else.

Just as Nicklaus did, he has been training in Houston since February, and says he has benefitted from an exercise program designed to combat tendonitis in his wrists and elbows.

Faldo, now 33 and in the prime of his career.

Holyfield a auto dealership shuts down

DEER CREEK, Ga. (AP) — An automobile dealership owned by heavyweight champion Evander Holyfield is closed temporarily as managers try to keep the business afloat.

Managers at Evander Holyfield Buck-Saburu sent employees home and locked the doors Wednesday.

The dealership, which has been in financial trouble for the past several months, went a week in March without issuing checks and told creditors it needed a reorganization period.

Holyfield, who has been training in Houston since February, owns a 45 percent interest in all outstanding stock in the company.

The closing of the dealership was the latest distraction in Holyfield's preparations for his April 19 heavyweight title defense against George Foreman.

Closing of dealership was latest distraction

Holyfield's preparation for his April 19 heavyweight title defense against George Foreman.

Holyfield's preparation for his April 19 heavyweight title defense against George Foreman.

Faldos this year.

Welcomi
Sports Briefs

The Irish Heartilies fun runs are coming up April 11. There will be a 3 & 6 mile run. Students and staff should start training now.

An Tostal mud volleyball sing-ups will be held Friday April 5 from 4 to 6 pm in the S.U.B. office. For more information call Lou at 283-2071. Minimum two women per team. Entry charge is $5 per team.

Women’s Bookstore Basketball schedules should be picked up this Friday in the S.U.B. office at ND and the S.A.B. at SMC.

The ND Cricket Club and the India Association are holding a match Sunday, April 7 at noon on Red Field. All are invited to come and watch. For information, call Mark at 283-3419 or Tim at 283-1556.

Attention all ND/SMC sailors: The Michigan City Regatta has been moved to Notre Dame. Anyone interested in helping, sailing, or boating should contact Meina at 284-5224. The regatta will take place Saturday, April 6.

Free swimming classes for women will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from April 9-25. Anyone interested should contact Dennis J. Stark at 239-5983.

Former Oxford Cricketer Dr. Walsh will hold a discussion Tuesday April 9 at 8 pm in 115 O’Shaughnessy. All are welcome to attend.

A hole in one was scored by Rob Prock of Flannor on hole number six of the Notre Dame course on 3/28. Rob used an 8 iron.

The Bookstore Basketball Hall of Fame game will be played today at 4:30 pm on the bookstore courts. The tournament will officially begin with the first games on Saturday.

WWFI congratulates Brian and Kurt from Lafayette Square who won the Campus Sports Trivia contest. Jay and Mike would like to thank all the teams who participated and hope the dorms will show interest again next year.

Siegfried Lecture Series in Entrepreneurial Studies

Dr. Raymond W. Smilor will be visiting our campus on Monday, April 8th as part of the Siegfried Lecture Series in Entrepreneurial Studies.

Dr. Smilor’s research and consulting areas include technology transfer, entrepreneurship, economic development, technology management, and marketing. He has lectured internationally in China, Japan, Canada, England, France, Italy and Australia. He was inducted into the Institute of American Entrepreneurs. Dr. Smilor will be giving a presentation for the General Public regarding his recent research in the area of Entrepreneurship at the Auditorium of Hayes-Healy at 4:00 PM on Monday. The presentation is titled “Success Factors for Entrepreneurship.”

Come and Join Us!

Now Leasing:

Lafayette Square Townhomes

4 & 5 Bedroom Units Available

Amenities Included:

- WASHER AND DRYER
- SECURITY SYSTEM
- DISHWASHER
- CENTRAL AIR
- PATIOS

Only A Few Apartments Left!

Call for More Info Now.
232-8256
Friday
7:30 p.m. Folk Dancing Clubhouse, Saint Mary's Campus. For further information, call 284-4478. Sponsored by Saint Mary's College.


8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Film, "Jungle Book." Cushing Auditorium. Friday and Saturday. Sponsored by SUB.

Sunday
2 p.m. Play: Call to Action Performing Arts Ministry, "All That I Am." Library Auditorium. Sponsored by Year of the Woman, Baudin, PE, Grace, Squegled.

LECTURES

Friday


Saturday

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Like George Aptly
2 Word with word
10 Certain cholesterol
contaminants
12 Cucal of mendi
13 City NW of
Orlando
15 Author Elay
17 Supermarket
section
18 Eminent
19 _________voice (orally)
20 Former
supermarket employed?
22 Pulitzer Prize
poet, 1934
23 Extinct German

24 Actor
Kristofferson
26 Cru
28 Delays a
biddor
31 Addective for
Cain
35 Exciting
37 "My Fair Lady"
lyricist
38 Town on the
Vire
39 Basket or biggin
41 "Beetle Bailey"
dog
42 Spoil
45 Sheridan's Mrs.
48 Finn's pal
49 Prudish
50 N.Y.C. to
Boston dir.
51 Acrivity
52 "Gigi"
playwright
55 Run a meeting
56 Trial of a
grouich
58 Chinese
warehouse
64 "Hec Ramsey",
actor
65 _________ "Suire"
66 Port of a foot
67 Unions
68 Shade of yellow
69 Painter
70 Mondrian
71 Goups up
72 Guccio or
guerau

DOWN
1 Miner's strike
2 Peak
3 Mica of
mustardville
4 A forefather of
Samuel
5 Emulate William
I of England
6 Kind of guitar
7 Poet Nahum
8 A Canterbury
pilgrim
9 Stung, Stang
10 Rain on the
noves up
11 Beam
12 Elasticy
13 Membership

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10:00 A.M. "OUR" UNION
11:00 A.M. "OUR" JUDGMENT
12:00 P.M. "OUR" DEATH
1:00 P.M. "OUR" TRADE
2:00 P.M. "OUR"
ATTENDANCE
3:00 P.M. "OUR" OFFICE
4:00 P.M. "OUR"
ATTENDANCE
5:00 P.M. "OUR"
FREEDOM

CALVIN AND HOBIES

YOU KNOW WHAT THE NOTICED
HOBIES? THINGS DON'T HANG
ON. IF YOU DON'T HAVE
THINGS, DON'T WORRY ABOUT
THINGS. IT'S NOT LIKE, AND
IT WILL BE HAPPY, ALL THE
TIME.

DO YOU THINK
IT'S A PRETTY
SILLY AND
IRRESponsible
WAY TO LIVE?

DO YOU THINK
IT'S A
PRETTY
SILLY AND
IRRESPONSIBLE
WAY TO LIVE?

ALSO I'D LIKE
TO KNOW
WHAT A
PRETTY
ATTENTION.

BILL WATSON

THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

SPLEUNKER

JAY HOSLER

"Remember this guy, Zelda? Stumbled into the den one day and just plain went nuts! ... Count those fang marks, everyone!"

"I was just trying to think of a good Sunday crossword.""
The Notre Dame men's track team has butterflies in the stomachs this Saturday at the Monogram Track. The Irish will face competition from St. John's, Western Michigan, and Drake University.

This is the second meet for Notre Dame this season. Last weekend, the Irish finished a close second at Rice and lost to the Minnesota Owls in the Indoor National Invitational in Houston, Texas, a result coach Joe Piane was not surprised by the meet.

"We scored where we needed to score with the exception of one event (the 800-meter run). Peppard did what he needed to do as far as I can tell," said coach Pete Louderback.

The Mountaineers have been in the top-twenty team in West Virginia for several years. They are expected to perform well. The Irish junior grabbed most valuable athlete honors at the indoor national championship in Alabama to solidify his position as one of the nation's premier collegiate runners. DiLucia is currently ranked third in the Villanova track team has butterflies in the stomachs this Saturday, it's completely understandable.

Not only is this their home debut for the '91-'92 outdoor season, it is also their inaugural campaign as a varsity sport.

The team has no plans of starting off small, in terms of competition. The quadrangular meets features squad from St. John's, Western Michigan, and Drake University.

"All three of these programs have established, solid programs," said Coach Joe Pianco.

"Drake's program has been around since the beginning of women's competitions." Notre Dame head south to Ohio to face Denison.

By RICH SZABO
Sports Writer
With only two weeks left in the spring season, the Notre Dame women's tennis team, riding the crest of a five-match winning streak, taking the road west to face two ranked teams, with a potential NCAA tournament bid waiting in the wings.

The Irish (14-6) head out to Utah this weekend to face Brigham Young in Provo on Saturday, and then visit Salt Lake City on Sunday to take on Utah.

"We're currently 23rd in the Volvo Collegiate Poll," said coach Joe All-Ameri can, "and will be facing some stiff competition from these types of teams. Utah is in the running for a tournament bid, and I can't see BYU not getting in, since they have a great team. To get a bid, you have to have wins over teams that will be in it, so this is a chance for us to play teams like that."

The Irish women's tennis team sets its sights on revenge against #25 West Virginia.

The Irish face Duke University tomorrow followed by a match against #25 West Virginia.

"The 100 is his better event," said Piane. "We've gained strength from our shot putters.

"The 200 is his stronger outdoor event, Piane said. "I have the feeling this is going to be a strong outdoor event for us."

"We believe our sprinters will be able to perform well. He wants them to play as he trained them," said coach Pete Louderback.

"We practiced hard this week," he said. "That tells me we're healthy and ready to go."

Notre Dame All-American Dave DiLucia, who has suffered back spasms throughout the season, should be available to play singles in both matches.

"It's a nice honor," said DiLucia. "There are a lot of good athletes here."